Professional
Services

Build, grow and optimize your thirdparty risk management program

Supply chain failures, prolific data breaches and complex compliance regulations are
driving more organizations to formalize their third-party risk management functions. What
were once short-term, tactical projects delivered in organizational silos are now strategic,
enterprise-wide programs with extended lifecycles and include multiple internal teams. An
incomplete program can end up wasting time and energy, so having the right partner will put
you on the right path to achieving program maturity with minimal hassle.

A clear path to a successful
business outcome
The Prevalent™ Professional Services organization works
with you and your partners to deliver best practices and a
cost-effective path to a successful Prevalent Third-Party Risk
Management Platform (TPRM) implementation.
Professional Services engineers deliver advisory, installation
and configuration, knowledge transfer, and ongoing
optimization to meet your architectural and business
requirements, with multiple professional services package
options available to fit your project scope.

Our Approach

Key Benefits
• Benefit from a cohesive services
framework that can be used at
all stages of program maturity
• Deploy TPRM using best
practices that optimize usage
• Ensure a complete solution with
clear milestones for success
• Maximize ROI from the
Prevalent platform
• Experience collaborative and
partner-friendly customer care

Prevalent Professional Services support the industry’s only
purpose-built, unified third-party risk management platform.

Advise

Implement

Optimize

Identify, onboard,
prioritize and tier
vendors.

Implement the solution
and processes for a
successful program.

Build and maintain
a flexible, agile and
custom TPRM program.

Learn more at www.prevalent.net or call 877-773-8253

Professional Services
Prioritization & Tiering Services
Prevalent Prioritization & Tiering Services define and implement the logic necessary to ensure that your vendors
are being assessed and monitored according to the risks they present to your business.
• Vendor Prioritization: Identify and prioritize vendors
for onboarding based on known service attributes.

• Vendor Tiering: Utilize key profile attributes and
inherent risk scoring to logically tier vendors.

Implementation Services
Prevalent TPRM Implementation Services ensure that the Prevalent TPRM Platform is tuned according to your
organization’s unique requirements, that your processes and resources are aligned for success, and that your
team is fully trained.
• Platform Configuration: Configure the Platform to
reflect your use cases based on scoping, identified
success criteria, and reporting requirements.

• Operations Manual: Create a manual to support
Platform management, customized to reflect internal
roles, resources, responsibilities and processes.

• Project Management: Centrally manage all aspects
of solution roll-out including timelines and resource
management, ensuring that all stakeholders are
represented.

• Custom Survey Definition: Create optimized
questionnaires from scratch, leveraging your
own existing content, or utilizing the Platform
survey library.

• Pilot Engagement & Knowledge Transfer: Provide
support through deployment and first assessments,
including standing up the environment, onboarding
initial users, performing a walkthrough of features
and capabilities, and training users.

• Automated Risk Recommendations: Define a
standardized and repeatable remediation approach
using built-in survey risk recommendations.

Program Optimization Services
Prevalent Program Optimization Services support your team in building and maintaining a flexible and agile
TPRM program to meet ever-changing business and regulatory requirements.
• Operations Manual: Provides an annual health check
of existing process material to ensure it is current
and suitably maintained.

• Platform Functionality Review: Maximize return on
your Prevalent Platform investment by ensuring your
team is up-to-speed on the latest capabilities.

• Maturity Assessment: Identify health of the thirdparty program and opportunities for development
by baselining the essential components of a
comprehensive program. Includes scoring against
each pillar of the TPRM program, with supporting
objectives and milestones.

• Achievable Milestone Definition: Identify and define
acceptable vendor assessment volumes based on
good practice and access to resources.
• Optimization Plan Definition: Produce a live project
plan for ongoing management and formal review with
clear TPRM program objectives and ownership.

About Prevalent
Prevalent takes the pain out of third-party risk management (TPRM). Companies use our software and services to eliminate
the security and compliance exposures that come from working with vendors, suppliers and other third parties. Our
customers benefit from a flexible, hybrid approach to TPRM, where they not only gain solutions tailored to their needs,
but also realize a rapid return on investment. Regardless of where they start, we help our customers stop the pain, make
informed decisions, and adapt and mature their TPRM programs over time.

Learn more at www.prevalent.net or call 877-773-8253
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